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Abstract. A new two-steps impulsive noise parallel Peer Group filter for color im-
ages using Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) on a graphic card is pro-
posed. It consists of two steps: impulsive noise detection, which uses a Fuzzy Metric
as a distance criterion and a filtering step. For the needed ordering algorithm we are
using the Marginal Median Filter with forgetful selection sort. Comparisons with
other color filters for Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) architectures are presented,
demonstrating that our proposal presents better performance in color preservation
and noise suppression.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The growing demand for digital image processing algorithms for applications, i.e.
in consumer electronics, industry, and medicine, creates the need to develop algo-
rithms to be able to perform itself quickly and executed accordingly to the needs
of each application field. All processing algorithms must possess, either hardware
or software, denoising procedures to improve the image information obtained from
the acquisition hardware device, by doing this the information provided is more
significant for other post-processing stages (i.e. face recognition, augmented reality,
computer vision, etc.). Noise affects the majority of image processing systems, being
responsible for the 99 % of the failures [1, 2, 3, 4]. This clearly justifies the use of
noise-suppressing algorithms incorporated within the systems. The incorporation
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of a denoising algorithm as a pre-processing stage consumes hardware and software
resources which take up processing time affecting other post-processing procedures.
Decades ago most of the designed filters were carried out serially, today the cur-
rent processing needs lead to optimize resources and make processing times more
efficient [5]. This points to parallel implementations; this type of processing leads
to substantially improving computational time in all stages of an image processing
system. In this way, it is proposed to exploit the potentials of parallelism and use
them for noise suppression. Between the noise types that affect the digital images,
the impulsive noise is one of the most important, this affects digital images in the
acquisition or transmission stages and through malfunctioning sensors or communi-
cation channels [2, 3, 4], this is produced by human-made phenomena, such as car
ignition systems, industrial machines in the vicinity of the receiver, switching tran-
sients in power lines, unprotected switches, natural causes, etc. Impulsive noise has
been treated using parallel architectures, e.g. the Peer Group Family filters [6], pre-
senting acceptable results preserving inherent characteristics of the digital images.
Their main features are that they are fast and have low computational complexity,
these characteristics are used in parallel systems for impulse noise removal.
So, our efforts are focused on the design of a more robust and fast parallel filter
for GPU architectures filter, that preserves inherent characteristics of the objects
such as edges, details and chromatic content. We demonstrated the improved results
against obtained from other states of the art algorithms reported such as the Peer
Group Algorithm with Fuzzy Metric for GPU [6, 7, 8, 9].
Impulse noise in color images is modeled with random and fixed values, if F χ(x,y)
denotes the input noisy image with χ denoting each color channel {R,G,B}, and
Oχ(x,y) denoting the original noise-free image for every (x, y) pixel position [2], this
is described by Equation (1):
F χ(x,y) =
{
Oχ(x,y), with probability 1− p,
ζχ(x,y), with probability p,
(1)
where p is defined as the noise density for the random value of the impulsive noise,
ζχ(x,y) is an identically distributed, independent random process with an arbitrary
underlying probability density function, having values of impulsive noise in the in-
terval [0, . . . , 255], and for the fixed values (Salt and Pepper noise) the values present
are denoted by 0 or 255. In Figure 1, the corrupted Peppers image with random
and fixed noise values are shown.
The structure of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 a brief review of the GPU
architecture is presented; in Section 3 the Peer Group Algorithm is introduced using
fuzzy metric to justify the novelty of our proposal; Section 4 describes the proposed
filtering algorithm in a detailed manner; in Section 5 a comparative analysis of the
read/write memory accesses between the proposed and the state-of-the-art filters is
done. Finally, Sections 5 and 6 show the performance results.
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a) b) c) d)
Figure 1. Peppers images with: a) random impulsive noise, c) salt and pepper impulsive
noise, b) and d) the zoomed regions to denote impulsive distortions, respectively
2 GPU ACCELERATION CONSIDERATIONS
FOR IMAGE PROCESSING
One of the main differences between CPU and GPU is the number of working
threads. CPU can execute only up to two threads per core, while GPU chips can
run thousands. Figure 2 shows an overview of the GPU card hardware consisting
of Graphics Double Data Rate (GDDR) Memory (Global, Constant and Texture),
Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs), and Streaming Processors (SPs) [10, 11].
Figure 2. The GPU hardware [10]
The SPs are responsible for the mathematic operations done in the GPU chip.
SMs are made of several Streaming Processors, up to 48 in modern GPUs; this is
a crucial aspect for GPU scaling. A GPU has one or more SMs, where each has
only one control unit; this unit seeks and decodes each instruction. The SMs on
the GPU uses the Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) architecture and the
SP receives the same controlling signal and executes the same instruction set using
different operands [12]. The optimum performance of parallel algorithms in graphic
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cards lies in the understanding of how memory devices work [12], what care should
be taken in the type of memory where data is temporarily stored [13], because a bad
memory selection could produce poor parallel performance, i.e., the off-chip memory
offers more storing space and global scope but its writing and reading latency is high.
Another consideration is with respect to the registers which allow memory ac-
cess without latency, unfortunately there are only 255 registers per thread used in
the GPUs Maxwell architecture and shared memory (which is faster than off-chip
memory). This memory is slower than register memory, it should be taken into
consideration that bank conflicts can occur if two threads in the SM try to access
data stored in the shared memory, in such cases, the parallel process is serialized,
which may cause a significant performance decrease [12, 13]. For this reason, it
is justifiable to take into account the selection of the correct memory to be used.
The GPU graphic card has its own Graphics Double Data Rate (GDDR) memory
where read/write Global, read-only Constant and Texture memories are allocated;
the last two memories are used for speeding up the reading from the GDDR mem-
ory. The register memory is the fastest in the graphic card, but it is limited in
quantity (i.e., on Fermi each SMs has 32 k memory addresses). Shared memory is
the second-fastest memory and can be read by all the threads within the SM. The
Global memory is for general purposes and is the slowest memory in the graphic
card. These facts are summarized in Table 1.
Memory Type Registers
Shared Texture Constant Global
Memory Memory Memory Memory
Bandwidth Highest High Low Low Low
Location On-chip On-chip Off-chip Off-chip Off-chip
Scope Thread
Threads All All All
in SM SMs SMs SMs
Table 1. Graphic card memory overview
CUDA programming model is the tool to be used to exploit parallelism capabil-
ities of the GPU card, this tool introduces three key abstractions [14]: a hierarchy
of thread groups, shared memories, and barrier synchronization; these abstractions
are presented to the programmer as a minimal set of language extensions. This de-
composition preserves language expressivity by allowing threads to cooperate when
solving each sub-problem, and at the same time enables automatic scalability. Each
block of threads can be scheduled concurrently or sequentially on any of the available
multiprocessors within a GPU, so a compiled CUDA program can execute on any
number of multiprocessors, and only the runtime system needs to know the physical
multiprocessor count. A CUDA-enabled program, called “kernel”, can be executed
in any number of SMs, as illustrated by Figure 3 [14].
Graphic cards can solve time-consuming image processing algorithms specifically
in image denoising. Our proposal offers good quality results exploiting new tech-
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Figure 3. CUDA thread hierarchy
nologies capabilities and delivers optimum data pre-processed (data denoised) to
other post-processing stages described before. Now in the next sections, we analyze,
treat and discuss the proposal how the denoising algorithm is to be implemented
in the GPU and its main characteristics to be taken into account to speed up the
denoising stage.
3 PEER GROUP ALGORITHM
The Peer Group algorithm is a robust filter consisting in a processing window of
W = n×n over a central pixel P χc , the Peer Group P(P χc , κ, d) of such central pixel
are the pixels satisfying d(P χc , P
χ
j ) ≤ α where d(P χc , P
χ
j ) is an appropriate distance
criterion between P χc and one of its neighbors, P
χ
j , j = n
2 − 1, where n is the size
of the processing window, with n = 3, and α is a fixed threshold [6]. The distance







P χc − P χj
)2
. (2)
For every pixel within the processing window, if d(P χc , P
χ
j ) ≤ α is fulfilled, then
the pixel is labeled as a noise-free pixel, otherwise it is noisy. In the filtering stage,
the noisy pixels are substituted by the substitute obtained from the Arithmetic
Mean Filer (AMF) [7] or the Vector Median Filter (VMF) [15] applied to the set
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of free-noisy pixels. Sanchez et al. [7, 8, 9], propose the Peer Group algorithm
with Fuzzy Metric (PGMF) for GPU architectures, where each stage is executed in
separated kernels in serial sequence. This algorithm uses the Fuzzy Metric shown in




min(P χc , P
χ
j ) +K
max(P χc , P
χ
j ) +K
, with K = 1 024. (3)
The kernel algorithm for detection and suppression of noise is shown in Algo-
rithm 1 and Algorithm 2, respectively.
Algorithm 1 PGMF algorithm
1: function DetectionKernel . Input: noisyImage . Output: detectedNoise
2: for each image pixel Pth its corresponding processing parallel thread th do
3: aχc ← {R,G,B} values of Pth from the global memory
4: for all the P χj pixels within W do
5: bχj ← {R,G,B} values of P
χ
j
6: distance = Fuzzymetric(aχc , b
χ
j )
7: if distance ≥ α then
8: pixel bχj ∈ P(P χc , κ, α)
9: end if
10: end for
11: if #P(P χc , κ, α) ≥ (κ+ 1) then
12: Pth is labeled as noise free pixel
13: else




Algorithm 2 PGMF algorithm
1: function NoiseFilteringkernel . Input: noisyImage . Output:
filteredImage
2: for each image pixel Pth its corresponding processing thread th do
3: for all the P χj labeled as noise free pixels within W do




6: Filter FilteringArrayχj use either the VMF or the AMF
7: end for
8: end function
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4 PROPOSED MODIFIED PEER GROUP FUZZY METRIC
FILTER (MPGFMF) FOR GPU ARCHITECTURES
Our peer group filter proposal was designed by executing only one kernel instead of
two as the filter described in Section 3. The noise detection stage is used to know
if the central pixel is a noisy one or not, if the central pixel is noisy, the filtering
stage uses all the pixels within W to obtain a denoised one. The main idea behind
this is to reduce the read/write count to the GDDR memory outperforming the
computational cost from the work reported by Sanchez et al. [7, 8, 9], in addition,
to improve the filtering stage, it is suggested to use the Median Filter (MF) with
forgetful selection sort [17] applied for each color channel. The forgetful selection sort
algorithm illustrated in Figure 4 consists of four iterations for a window processing
W with n = 3 for each RGB channel; in the “Iteration 1”, from the first six of the
nine elements array the minimum and the maximum intensity values are obtained,
then they are discarded of the array; in the “Iteration 2” the max and min values
are computed again of the remaining four pixels adding the seventh element of the
original array. These steps are repeated until the final “Iteration 4” where the mean
pixel intensity is obtained value for every color channel. Along with these ideas,
the proposed filter takes the advantage of the register memory that resides inside
the GPU chip instead of the slowest GDDR memory [17, 8] used in the related
work. In the kernel Algorithm 3, the proposed Modified Peer Group Fuzzy Metric
Filter (MPGFMF) is shown. In Section 5, a memory cost analysis and a quality
comparison between the proposal and reported filters in the literature are presented.
5 MEMORY COST ANALYSIS AND COMPARATIVE
A memory cost comparison between the state-of-the-art method PGMF and the
proposed MPGFMF filtering algorithm considers the computational cost in the de-
tection stage, so the number of accesses CD is delivered in Equation (4), in the
filtering stage, the computational cost is measured denoting CNF (noise free) and
CN (noisy) described in Equation (5) and (6), respectively, considering that the
PGMF filter computational analysis encompasses two cases where the pixel is noisy
or free of noise.
CD = χ · n2, (4)
CNF = 1 + 2 · χ, noise-free pixel, (5)
CN = 1 + (n
2 − 1) + χ · (n2 − 1) + χ, noisy pixel. (6)
For the PGMF method, n = 3 and χ = 3 are taken, the noise-free case requires
35 reading and writing accesses for detection and filtering, and the noisy pixel re-
quires 61 reading and writing accesses for the detection and filtering, both for the
GDDRAM accesses. For our proposal, the same parameter values for n and χ are
proposed resulting in 30 reading and writing accesses for the detection and filtering
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Figure 4. Forgetful selection algorithm
stage, also for the GDDRAM accesses. All the pixels within W for the proposed
filtering algorithm are considered. Carrying out the count of readings and writings
to the GDDR memory outperforms other parallel filters. The detection stage of the
proposed filter needs:
CD = χ · n2. (7)
For the filtering stage, it is proposed to reuse the memory in the detection stage,
because one kernel is used and all the used variables in the present thread are still
available for us. The difference from the PGMF filter which has two kernels and
local variables and registers is that the kernels are scope-only (from Table 1). So,
the proposed filter requires the same amount of readings and writings accesses no
matter if the pixel within W is noisy or not, only needing χ writings for the pixel
resulting from the filtering process, computed as in Equation (8):
CN = CNF = χ, (8)
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Algorithm 3 Proposed MPGFMF
1: function MPGFMF . Input: noisyImage . Output: filteredImage
2: for For each image pixel Pth its corresponding processing thread th do
3: aχc ← {R,G,B} values of Pth from global memory
4: for all the P χj pixels within W do
5: bχj ← {R,G,B} values of P
χ
j
6: distance = Fuzzymetric(aχc , b
χ
j )
7: if distance ≥ α then
8: pixel bχj ∈ P(P χc , κ, α)
9: end if
10: end for
11: if #P(P χc , κ, α) ≥ κ+ 1 then
12: Pth is labeled as noise free pixel
13: else
14: Pth is labeled as noisy
15: end if
16: if Pth is labeled as noisy pixel then
17: Filter Pth all the pixels within W using the MMF with forgetful se-
lection sort
18: else




when n = 3, and χ = 3, requires 30 readings and writings to the GDDRAM for
“noise-free” and “noisy” cases. The following section shows the experimental results
of the proposal and the method used as a comparison.
6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Here are compared the filters found in the scientific literature against our proposal
using objective parameters. The objective parameters are defined as Peak Signal to
Noise Ratio (PSNR) [18]:




































x,y are the color components of the filtered one.








µ [Ox,y, Fx,y] (11)
where µ[Ox,y, Fx,y] is the PP
′ distance in the Maxwell triangle between the pixel with
coordinates x, y within the original image Ox,y and the filtered pixel with coordinates
x, y within the filtered one Fx,y.
The Normalized Color Difference (NCD) described in [20] is defined in Equa-
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Structural Similarity [21] (SSIM), which characterizes the preservation of the struc-
tures of the image is given by:
SSIM =














variances of the two images. σOF is the covariance of Ox,y and Fx,y. C1 = (0.01L)
2
and C2 = (0.03L)
2 are two constants and L = 28 is the dynamic range of the pixel
values.
The visual signal-to-noise ratio (VSNR) [22, 23] characterizes the Visual Fidelity
of images taking into consideration the human visual system. These criteria consist
of 3 stages, namely Preprocessing, Assess the Detectability of the Distortions and
Compute the VSNR, where:
VSNR = 20 · log10
(
C(O)





where C(O) is the contrast distortion of the original image, dpc is the contrast
perceived of the distortions obtained from the filtered image respect to the original
one, dgp is the disruption calculation of global precedence and α is a suggested
weight, in our case α = (0.04)4 [22].
Comparison of the filtering methods is achieved using the PC computer – its
characteristics are listed in Table 2.
The test color images used are the well known “Lena” and “Mandrill”, shown in
Figure 5 a) and 5 b), respectively, the spatial resolution size is of 512 × 512. These
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CPU architecture Coffee Lake GPU architecture Turing
Cache 12 Mb SMs 46
Core count 6 cores SPs in each SM 64
System Memory 16 Gb DDR4 Memory 8 Gb GDDR6
OS Microsoft Win-
dows 10, 64-bit
Table 2. Characteristics of the system used in the CPU and GPU
images were resized from 256 × 256 using Matlab, leaving grayscale images with
intensity values from 0 to 255, and with 24-bit color images per pixel. The resized
versions of the images of 1 024× 1 024, 2 048× 2 048, 4 096× 4 096 and 8 192× 8 192
pixels were used for the runtime tests. We also tested the performance of the filters
using a 3D and a 2D image shown in Figures 5 c) and 5 d), both 8 bit grayscale im-
ages. The 3D grayscale image is a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scan, with
dimensions 256× 320× 192 and was obtained from the dataset of I Do Imaging (file
1010 brain mr 06.nii.gz) found in [24] in the Neuroimaging Informatics Technology
Initiative NIfTI-1 Data Format. We used the Digital Imaging and Communications
in Medicine (DICOM) Converter version: 1.10.5 from DICOM apps in order to ob-
tain bitmap images for testing. For the PSNR, SSIM and VSNR experiments, we
used the image number 96 of the 3D set. The 2D grayscale image is a computed
tomography (CT) mammography scan of size 1 024× 1 024 obtained from the mini-
MIAS database of mammograms (file mdb001.pgm) [25]. Furthermore, the filter
proposal was tested against a state-of-the-art Deep Learning Filter (DLF) for im-
pulse noise found in [26]. The DLF methods are very promising techniques to be
used in the digital image denoising, the efforts until now are focused in grayscale
denoising because a lot of computational resources needs to be used. The quality
results obtained from DLF are impressive, but they spend a lot of computational
time, as shown in [26, 27]. The results for the PSNR and SSIM for the test grayscale
images of 512 × 512 pixels are shown for the Lena, Barbara, Boat, and 256 × 256
Cameraman. Besides, the runtime is given as a criterion for the GPU.
7 DISCUSSION
It is demonstrated that our proposal has better numerical results compared with
the other state-of-the-art GPU filters for the Mandrill image in all the noise density
interval. In Tables 3 and 4 there are shown the denoising results of the Mandrill
image corrupted with Random-value and Salt and Pepper impulsive noises from 0
through 40 %, with incremental steps of 5 %; evaluation criteria used are PSNR,
MCRE, NCD, SSIM, and VSNR. It is possible to see that our filter outperforms in
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Figure 5. Digital Images used: a) Lena, b) Mandril c) Brain, d) Mammography, e) Lena
Grayscale, f) Barbara, g) Boat, and h) Cameraman
the whole noise interval (0 to 40 %). As the noise density increases, it is possible
to note that the difference in the numerical results increases, i.e. in Table 4, for
0 % PGMFVMF has a PSNR = 32.33 dB, PGMFAMF has a PSNR = 32.6 dB and
our filter 32.71 dB, for 40 % we can see that PGMFVMF has a PSNR = 18.44 dB,
PGMFVMF has a PSNR = 16.68 dB and our filter 19.51 dB.
In Table 5, the PSNR, MCRE, NCD, SSIM, and VSNR results concerning the
Lena image corrupted with Random-value and Salt and Pepper impulsive noise
from 0 through 40 % with steps of 5 % are presented. You can see in Table 5 that the
proposed filter has similar good performance in the PSNR, MCRE, NCD, SSIM and
VSNR criteria, outperforming the GPU filters (PGMFVMF and PGMFAMF), that
is, for 10 % we obtained by means of our filter proposal PSNR values of 26.11 dB,
while PGMFVMF = 25.99 dB and PGMFAMF = 25.98 dB. In Table 6, there are
shown similar results, that is, for example, by our proposal for 10 % of Salt and
Pepper noise a PSNR result of 29.26 dB is obtained, while for comparative filters
PGMFVMF = 25.38 dB and PGMFAMF = 25.42 dB were obtained in PSNR crite-
rion, and so on for all the other criteria implemented.
For the Brain image, the PSNR, SSIM, and VSNR criteria results for the pro-
posal and comparative filters using Salt and Pepper and Random-value impulsive
noise are presented. The proposal presents better results for the criteria from 0
through 40 % with steps of 5 % of noise density, as seen in Tables 7 and 8. In Ta-
ble 7 the best results for the SSIM criterion can be perceived, for example, for 20 %
of Random-value impulsive noise for MPGFMF the SSIM = 0.571 was obtained,
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and for comparative ones, for PGMFVMF the SSIM = 0.538 and for PGMFAMF the
SSIM = 0.563. And also, for the results in Table 8, for 20 % of Salt and Pepper
impulsive noise for MPGFMF the SSIM = 0.571 is obtained, and for comparative
ones, for PGMFVMF the SSIM = 0.539 and for PGMFAMF the SSIM = 0.567.
PGMFVMF PGMFAMF MPGFMF
% PSNR SSIM VSNR PSNR SSIM VSNR PSNR SSIM VSNR
0 41.87 0.994 36.16 42.76 0.994 36.67 42.50 0.994 37.40
5 31.05 0.901 27.93 31.55 0.907 28.53 31.52 0.907 28.51
10 26.48 0.792 25.17 27.04 0.806 26.08 27.08 0.808 26.34
15 23.61 0.671 24.93 24.30 0.692 25.22 24.35 0.694 25.27
20 20.92 0.538 25.59 21.61 0.563 25.77 21.69 0.566 26.04
25 19.23 0.446 24.99 19.81 0.471 25.06 19.89 0.474 25.34
30 17.65 0.358 24.54 18.19 0.381 24.57 18.27 0.384 24.88
35 16.3 0.290 23.38 16.88 0.312 23.18 16.95 0.314 23.46
40 15.24 0.258 24.84 15.77 0.259 24.45 15.81 0.261 24.63
Table 7. Criteria results for the Brain image with Random-value impulsive noise
PGMFVMF PGMFAMF MPGFMF
% PSNR SSIM VSNR PSNR SSIM VSNR PSNR SSIM VSNR
0 41.87 0.994 36.16 42.76 0.994 36.67 42.50 0.994 37.40
5 30.28 0.942 24.45 31.18 0.950 25.34 31.19 0.950 28.55
10 24.15 0.846 22.37 24.84 0.862 23.27 24.88 0.863 23.16
15 20.50 0.706 21.49 21.03 0.727 22.00 21.10 0.729 21.87
20 17.22 0.539 22.01 17.76 0.567 22.17 17.82 0.571 22.21
25 15.03 0.383 21.17 15.47 0.408 21.62 15.53 0.412 21.58
30 13.16 0.264 20.99 13.54 0.285 21.26 13.61 0.290 21.41
35 11.74 0.176 20.95 12.09 0.192 21.21 12.16 0.196 21.27
40 10.40 0.115 20.71 10.71 0.127 20.93 10.77 0.130 21.19
Table 8. Criteria results for the Brain image with Salt and Pepper impulsive noise
Tables 9 and 10 show the results for the Mammography image. Our filter
presents the best results for the criteria implemented from 0 through 40 % with
steps of 5 % of noise density. In Table 9, results for the Brain image corrupted with
Random-value impulse noise are presented, the proposal MPGFMF for the VSNR
results for 30 % of noise density is of V SNR = 25.12, while for the comparative ones,
PGMFVMF presents V SNR = 24.75, and for PGMFAMF has V SNR = 23.05. The
same tendency is perceived in Table 10 for all the criteria implemented and for all
the noise percentage levels, showing that our proposal outperforms the comparative
ones.
In Figure 6 there is presented a visual comparison between the three filters using
a zoomed region of Lena image corrupted with 5 %, 15 % and 25 % of Salt and Pepper
impulsive noise. It is denoted that for 5 % and 15 % the differences between the three
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PGMFVMF PGMFAMF MPGFMF
% PSNR SSIM VSNR PSNR SSIM VSNR PSNR SSIM VSNR
0 26.01 0.978 48.41 26.01 0.978 48.41 26.01 0.978 48.41
5 25.35 0.841 41.85 25.39 0.843 41.85 25.40 0.844 42.31
10 23.908 0.689 35.57 24.09 0.697 35.57 24.12 0.700 36.16
15 22.00 0.523 31.69 22.35 0.535 31.69 22.39 0.541 32.20
20 20.05 0.370 28.27 20.48 0.384 28.27 20.52 0.391 28.99
25 18.39 0.254 26.16 18.86 0.268 24.75 18.91 0.273 26.51
30 16.95 0.167 24.75 17.44 0.178 23.05 17.48 0.183 25.12
35 15.71 0.112 23.05 16.21 0.1212 22.14 16.24 0.124 23.53
40 14.72 0.077 22.14 15.20 0.084 22.13 15.22 0.086 22.44
Table 9. Criteria results for the Mammography image with Random-value impulsive noise
PGMFVMF PGMFAMF MPGFMF
% PSNR SSIM VSNR PSNR SSIM VSNR PSNR SSIM VSNR
0 26.01 0.978 48.41 26.01 0.978 48.41 26.01 0.978 48.41
5 25.21 0.931 33.63 25.30 0.931 34.03 25.30 0.933 33.98
10 22.585 0.818 26.36 22.86 0.824 27.05 22.89 0.826 27.21
15 19.45 0.635 21.76 19.82 0.635 22.36 19.86 0.650 22.26
20 16.79 0.438 19.42 17.16 0.438 19.81 17.20 0.456 19.76
25 14.56 0.263 17.64 14.90 0.263 18.09 14.94 0.280 18.21
30 12.85 0.144 16.78 13.17 0.144 17.04 13.21 0.151 17.08
35 11.37 0.074 16.02 11.67 0.074 16.24 11.71 0.083 16.31
40 10.17 0.038 15.41 10.43 0.038 15.71 10.46 0.046 15.81
Table 10. Criteria results for the Mammography image with Salt and Pepper impulsive
noise
filters are imperceptible only with numerical results. However, in the case of 25 % of
impulsive noise, the proposal filter presents better noise suppression quality in visual
representation denoted by the noisy clusters zones. The PGMFAMF filter propagates
the noise between the pixels, this way the PGMFVMF filter does not suppress the
noisy pixels formed in clusters well enough compared to our filter proposal. Our
filter proposal (MPGFMF) does not propagate the noise and the noisy pixels in
clusters are processed in a better way improving performance. Table 13 shows
the computational cost performance of the three filters using the Lena image with
resolutions of 512× 512, 1 024× 1 024, 2 048× 2 048, 4 096× 4 096 and 8 192× 8 192.
Superior filtering quality and fast execution in the proposal filter is due to changes
proposed in the detection and filtering stages, the algorithm decreases the reading
and writing counts, dealing better with noisy pixels in consequence of pixel clusters.
The forgetful selection algorithm requires low register accesses inside the SMs and
does not depend on the magnitude calculations between color pixels, performing
better than the Vector Median Filter.
Next, in Table 14 a comparison with the state-of-the-art Deep Learning Filter
(DLF) [26] for Random-value impulse noise for PSNR and SSIM for noise densities
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Figure 6. Visual comparative results between algorithms studied
Image Size Filter Time (ms) Image Size Filter Time (ms)
512× 512
PGMFAMF 0.739
4 096× 4 096
PGMFAMF 38.408
PGMFVMF 1.730 PGMFVMF 86.419
MPGFMF 0.841 MPGFMF 41.568
1 024× 1 024
PGMFAMF 2.807
8 192× 8 192
PGMFAMF 153.944
PGMFVMF 6.594 PGMFVMF 348.540
MPGFMF 3.172 MPGFMF 160.628




Table 11. Runtime of the three filters using the Lena image corrupted with 10 % Salt and
Pepper impulsive noise
10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 % is made. From Table 14 we can perceive the poor results
compared to a DLF filter, in PSNR and SSIM terms for 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 %.
For the runtime tests, as in [26], we used Cameraman (256×256), Sailing Boats
(512× 512) and Lena (512× 512) corrupted with 10 %, 30 % and 50 % of Random-
value impulse noise. In [26], the authors used an Intel i7 CPU based system and
an Nvidia GeForce 960 GPU. Their obtained results and our results for the same
images are shown in Table 15. Table 15 shows that our filter outperforms the Deep
Learning filtering algorithm, i.e., for the Lena image with 10 % the runtime of filter
found in [26] is 0.97 seconds. Our filter proposal has a running time of 0.0003
seconds. These results lead to a speed-up of 3 233.33 times.
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Image Size Filter Time (ms) Image Size Filter Time (ms)
256× 320× 192
PGMFAMF 20.544
1 024× 1 024
PGMFAMF 0.769
PGMFVMF 55.296 PGMFVMF 0.763
MPGFMF 19.968 MPGFMF 0.713
Table 12. Runtime of the three filters using the MRI Brain 3D image (image number 96)
and the CT Mammography with 10 % of Salt and Pepper impulse noise
Image Size Filter Time (ms) Image Size Filter Time (ms)
512× 512
PGMFAMF 0.739
4 096× 4 096
PGMFAMF 38.408
PGMFVMF 1.730 PGMFVMF 86.419
MPGFMF 0.841 MPGFMF 41.568
1 024× 1 024
PGMFAMF 2.807
8 192× 8 192
PGMFAMF 153.944
PGMFVMF 6.594 PGMFVMF 348.540
MPGFMF 3.172 MPGFMF 160.628




Table 13. Runtime of the three filters using the Lena image corrupted with 10 % Salt and
Pepper impulsive noise
In our literature review, we found that little work has been done regarding
image color filtering of impulse noise in parallel systems. We refocus previous ideas
found in the literature, i.e. Peer Group Filtering and Median filtering with forgetful
selection sort for grey-scale images, in order to improve performance of impulse
noise filtering of color images further. In all experimental intervals we obtained
better numerical results and qualitative results. We found that it is possible to run
Parallel Peer Group Filters in real-time (< 33 ms per frame) up to 1 024 × 1 024
pixels in an Nvidia 2080 RTX card.
Criterion PSNR (dB) SSIM (r.u.)
Noise (%) 10 20 30 40 50 60 10 20 30 40 50 60
Lena
DLF 43.47 40.73 38.57 36.5 33.98 30.46 0.985 0.975 0.963 0.948 0.927 0.886
MPGFMF 27.67 26.87 25.97 24.7 23.36 22.12 0.823 0.765 0.718 0.658 0.588 0.517
Cameraman
DLF 38.88 35.42 32.9 30.59 28.52 26.06 0.977 0.956 0.934 0.908 0.878 0.826
MPGFMF 24.34 23.5 22.6 21.38 20.22 19.01 0.773 0.702 0.642 0.555 0.483 0.418
Barbara
DLF 43.44 40.14 37.61 35.51 33.2 30.82 0.990 0.978 0.959 0.932 0.878 0.797
MPGFMF 23.53 22.92 22.27 21.51 20.22 19.01 0.766 0.704 0.650 0.583 0.512 0.443
Boat
DLF 42.51 39.58 37.56 35.86 34.22 32.48 0.973 0.953 0.931 0.904 0.866 0.800
MPGFMF 27.67 26.87 25.97 24.7 23.36 22.12 0.824 0.753 0.698 0.635 0.570 0.506
Table 14. PSNR and SSIM results applied by Lena, Cameraman, Barbara and Boat im-
ages corrupted by 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 % Random-value impulsive noise
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Images Cameraman Sailing Boats Lena
Noise Density (%) 10 30 50 10 30 50 10 30 50
DLF 0.24 0.23 0.23 1.05 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97
MPGFMF 0.000103 0.000103 0.000103 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003
Table 15. Runtime (secs.) comparison of a Deep Learning algorithm [26] against our
proposal by 10, 30, and 50 % of Random-value impulsive noise
8 CONCLUSIONS
A novel GPU filtering algorithm for impulsive denoising applied to color images
was proposed presenting better performance in preserving edges, details, structures,
and chromaticity properties than those used as comparative. The criteria used
to provide these validation quantitative results show that the MPGFMF preserves
better the properties inherent to the images in suppressing the Random-value and
Salt and Pepper impulsive noises. The execution runtime shows that the proposal
is the second-fastest impulsive noise filter, comparing its rendering respect to the
fastest PGMFAMF , this filter is the worst in impulsive denoising, denoting that our
proposal is the best option to denoise suppression and computational cost. For the
MRI and CT images we found that our filter performs slightly better than the other
GPU filters and for these types of images, our filter is the fastest. Compared with
a state-of-the-art Deep Learning impulse noise filter our filter is not good in PSNR
and SSIM terms for grayscale images, but in execution time, our filter is much faster
(> 3 000 times). To further improve the proposed filter, it is necessary to study and
implement existing ordering algorithms or design a new one. We found that little
work has been done regarding parallel color filtering and some research is needed,
i.e. 3D color filtering of video sequences.
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